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1 Abstract 
Usually it’s admissible that a software application fails due to some reasons that we usually               
call ‘bugs’. On the other hand, there are environments in which a software failure is not                
admissible due to the potential catastrophic consequences that it could have, we are then              
speaking about critical software. 
 
Nevertheless, it might happen that a system needs to mix both critical and non-critical              
software, for example a train can have software for handling its breaks (critical) and software               
for displaying a film for the passengers (non-critical). In such case a problem is how to                
separate critical from non-critical software, as developing critical software is much more            
expensive in time and resources. 
 
The present document addresses the above problem using a selected technology (XtratuM)            
for developing software applications which mix critical and non-critical software.  
 
This project is developed within the environment of a team that develops software for a               
space micro launcher, but notice that the main objective is not developing a final              
application but perform the first steps in using XtratuM for creating a development guide that               
aims to help the team to develop the final software faster. 
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2 Introduction 
This section serves as an introduction to the current master’s thesis. It briefly explains the               
concepts of space launcher and safety critical software, for ending explaining the context             
and purpose of this project. 

2.1 Space launchers 
The present project is related to a space micro-launcher, thus, this section aims to explain               
what is it. 
 
In spaceflight, a launch vehicle, carrier rocket or just space launcher, is a vehicle whose               
purpose is carrying a payload from Earth's surface into outer space. In this context, payload               
means any sort of equipment that achieves some specific mission, such as commercial ones              
(commercial satellites), military (defense, vigilance) and so on. They are usually launched as             
near as possible from the Equator, to take advance of the Earth’s rotational speed.  
 
The present project has been developed around a specific space micro launcher, which aims              
to be the first European launcher similar to the SpaceX in terms of being re-usable after                
launching it (it can land on the earth surface). 

2.2 Safety critical software 
As explained in the above section, this project is related to space micro-launchers,             
specifically about the software that is developed to be used by them as on-board software. In                
this context, on-board software is referred to the embedded software that is executed in the               
vehicle’s internal hardware, whatever vehicle it is (trains, cars, planes...). 
 
The software used for this kind of purposes (aviation, space, defense, transport etc.) is              
developed in an absolutely different way than the convencional application software (such as             
typical desktop applications, mobile applications, videogames etc.). Due to its intrinsic need            
of robustness against failures, unexpected situations etc. it is developed following a            
extremely rigorous development and validation flows, most of the times following specific            
safety standards such as DO-178C for avionics, and safety coding standards such as             
MISRA. 
 
All this thesis revolves around this kind of software, specifically about technologies that             
allows to mix both critical and non-critical software without the need of developing the              
non-critical one with the same restrictions as the critical one. 
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2.3 Partition separation for mixing critical and non-critical       
software. 
Many systems in our daily life mix critical and non-critical software. For example, a train may                
need a software for controlling the speed and other software for displaying the next stop,               
some other information for the passengers or even a film. Of course that the above pieces of                 
software do not lie down in the same severity level: probably the speed control must be                
extremely robust and error-proof, unlike the mentioned “user-oriented” software, whose          
failure probably does not involve any catastrophic situation. 
 
Thus, it is desirable to apply safety critical software rules to only the software that is actually                 
safety critical, first for avoiding extra costs in the project, and second for being allowed to                
use non-deterministic software techniques (such as IA, dynamic memory etc.), which are            
usually forbidden for critical software. 
 
Notice that, if both non-critical and critical software are being executed in the same machine,               
a failure in the first one could lead to a failure in the second one (think in a segmentation                   
fault in the GUI software that causes the entirely system to crash). So, under certain               
circumstances, the non-critical software can become critical. 
 
Taking all the above into account, it seems a good idea to keep critical and non-critical                
software separated. Then, the question is: Is there any way to securely separate the              
critical software from the non-critical one? 
 
The simplest answer to this question could be: well, yes. Execute the critical part of the                
software in a specific hardware and the non-critical part in a different one. This is ok, but it                  
can cause several problems: one of them is the expenses of the extra hardware, other is that                 
probably your system will consume more power, and other can be that the entire system               
becomes bigger, so more complex, so more difficult to validate.  
 
So, if we need to discard the option of using extra hardware, the question becomes in                
something like: Is there any way to securely separate the critical software from the              
non-critical one, if they both executes within the same micro-processor? This thesis            
studies one of the possible solutions to answer the above question. This is explained below. 

2.4 Project’s main objective 

2.4.1 Problem to address 
The problem that this project aims to solve how to enable the coexistence of both critical and                 
non-critical software within the same system, specifically, within the same micro-processor.           
This involves a problem because the non-critical software should be developed with the             
same constraints as the critical one, since it might affect the latter at runtime. 
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2.4.2 Environment 
There exist tools that aim to solve this problem. The present thesis will study one of these                 
technologies: XtratuM, a real-time hypervisor that aims to allow to separate both kinds of              
software in a safety way, following the ARINC-653 standard, which is a critical software              
standard that defines the rules to be followed to achieve the mentioned separation in a               
secure way.  

2.4.3 Objective 
Specifically, this project is a first introduction / research about the mentioned technology             
applied to the project’s specific hardware, producing a development guide for building and             
executing XtratuM including some application examples (for a specific target hardware), as            
well as for using its API and features. 

2.4.4 Case study 
This thesis’ results aim to be used within a software project for a space micro-launcher. In                
this case, the software critical part corresponds to the launcher’s telemetry and            
telecommand management, while the non-critical one corresponds to an acquisition image           
system, whose purpose is to film each launching and send / store the images. 

2.5 Secondary objective 
As a secondary objective, this thesis addresses the election of the cameras to be used as                
the mentioned image acquisition system, taking into account the extreme conditions of            
temperature and vibrations to which they will be exposed to.  
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3 System description  
This section is a description of the most important things about the system, explaining both               
the software and the hardware part. Notice that this project is focused on software, so this                
section contains much more details about it. 
 
As explained, the main purpose of the present project is researching how XtratuM works,              
provide a real example of how to build it for a specific hardware platform, and provide some                 
software examples about how to create applications for it. 
 
This section’s parts are detailed below: 

1. Part 1: XtratuM. This section explains (with certain depth) the XtratuM’s architecture,            
its main characteristics and concepts like partitions. 

2. Part 2: System’s hardware. This section explains the two platforms with which            
XtratuM has been tested. 

3.1 XtratuM 
This section describes the XtratuM hypervisor, and how to write applications to be             
executed as XtratuM partitions. In addition, it explains, with a step-by-step guide, how to              
compile it for a specific board and how to run some examples to test the compilation and                 
show part of its functionality. 
 
Notice that all this documentation has been generated basing on the Xtratum’s official             
documentation (see Bibliography - XtratuM User Manual) and the Xilinx documentation           
documents and forums. 
 
A hypervisor is a layer of software that provides one or more virtual execution environments               
for partitions. The application of this kind of software to embedded and real-time systems is               
relatively new, and this is the case of Xtratum. 
 
In a bare-metal hypervisor, and in particular in XtratuM, a partition is a virtual computer               
rather than a group of strongly isolated processes. When multi-threading (or tasking) support             
is needed in a partition, then an operating system or a run-time support library has to provide                 
support to the application threads. In fact, it is possible to run a different operating system                
on each XtratuM partition. 
 
Part of the information stated in this chapter has been extracted from the XtratuM official               
documentation. See the Bibliography section. 

3.1.1 ARINC-653 avionics standard 
The following section explains briefly what is ARINC-653 avionics standard. This is a             
standard used in software development for onboard systems in both avionics and space             
industries. Basically, this standard defines a partition system (time and space) to be used              
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in safety-critical software, so it has a strong relationship with XtratuM. These kind of              
standards usually are not public and it’s not easy to find free information about them, so                
mostly of the following information has been obtained from a paper called ARINC 653 API               
and its application – An insight into Avionics System Case Study, written by Ananda CM Dr                
Cm. From now, all the quotes to the mentioned paper will be indicated with italic format.  
 
As explained above, in the safety-critical software domain, sometimes it’s important to            
provide a mechanism for isolate different software partitions, in such way that an error              
occurred in one partition cannot affect the other by any means: 
 
Both time and memory is shared among multiple avionics functionalities across the same             
platform with good protection mechanisms provided by ARINC 653. ARINC 653 is an             
additional layer of protection being embedded as part of real time operating systems             
supporting the partitioning protections using well defined application executive, and 
application programming interfaces (API). - Quote: ARINC 653 API and its application – An              
insight into Avionics System Case Study  
 
It’s common to have software with different levels of severity within the same onboard              
system (these severities are defined in the DO-178 standard for avionics). This is one of the                
cases in which the time and space partition is crucial, and this is exactly this thesis’ case of                  
study. 
 
Taking the above into account, this standard defines how to host multiple applications of              
different software severity levels on the same hardware in the context of an Integrated              
Modular Avionics architecture. 
 
In conclusion, in the space/avionics industry, it’s usual to have several software applications             
within the same system, some (or all) of them belonging to different severity levels (defined               
mostly by DO-178). ARINC-653 is a standard that defines the objectives to be accomplish in               
order to assure that the different partitions are time and space isolated, so it’s possible to                
assure that a failure in one of them will not affect the other, which allows us to treat each                   
different application with its corresponding severity level. If it was not be possible to achieve               
the above, we would be forced to apply the highest level of severity to every application,                
which would increase the cost of the projects (in both time and money) dramatically. 

3.1.2 Xtratum and the ARINC-653 avionics standard 
In the case of embedded systems and, in particular, in avionics, the ARINC-653 standard              
defines a partitioning system. Although the ARINC-653 standard was not designed to            
describe how a hypervisor has to operate, some parts of the APEX model of ARINC-653 are                
quite close to the functionality provided by a hypervisor. 
 
Specifically, Xtratum has been developed to resemble the ARINC-653 standard,          
nevertheless, it is not intended to be an ARINC-653 compliant system due to the mentioned               
standard relies on an idea of a separation kernel which is different from the Xtraum’s one.                
The ARINC-653 separation kernel basically consists in extending and enforcing the isolation            
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between processes or a group of processes, unlike Xtratum, whose partitions are virtual             
computers rather than a group of strongly isolated processes. 
 
It is important to point out that XtratuM is a bare-metal hypervisor with extended capabilities               
for highly critical systems. XtratuM provides a raw (close to the native hardware) virtual              
execution environment, rather than a full featured one. Therefore, although XtratuM by            
itself can not be compatible with the ARINC-653 standard, the philosophy of the             
ARINC-653 has been employed when applicable. 

3.1.3 XtratuM architecture 
This chapter introduces the architecture of XtratuM.  
 
XtratuM is a bare-metal hypervisor designed to achieve temporal and spatial partitioning for             
safety critical applications. Figure 1.2.1 shows the complete architecture: 
 
 

 

Figure 1.2.1: XtratuM architecture 

 
The main components of this architecture are: 
 

● Hypervisor: XtratuM provides virtualization services to partitions. It is executed in           
supervisor mode of the processor and virtualizes the CPU, memory, interrupts, and            
some specific peripherals. 
 
The internal XtratuM architecture includes the following components: 
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○ Memory management: XtratuM provides a memory model for the partitions          
enforcing the spatial isolation. It uses the hardware mechanisms to guarantee           
the isolation. 

○ Scheduling: Partitions are scheduled by using a cyclic scheduling policy. 
○ Interrupt management: Interrupts could be configured to be used by the           

partitions. But exclusively by one of them. XtratuM provides a interrupt model            
to the partitions that extends the concept of processor interrupts by adding 32             
additional sources of interrupt (events). 

○ Clock and timer management. 
○ IP communication: Inter-partition communication is related to the        

communications between two partitions or between a partition and the          
hypervisor. XtratuM implements a message passing model which highly         
resembles the one defined in the ARINC-653. A communication channel is           
the logical path between one source and one or more destinations. Two basic             
transfer modes are provided: sampling and queuing. Partitions can access to           
channels through access points named ports. The hypervisor is responsible          
for encapsulating and transporting messages. 

○ Health monitor: The health monitor is the part of XtratuM that detects and             
reacts to anomalous events or states. Some of these event are captured by             
the partitions which must communicate to XtratuM. The purpose of the HM is             
to discover the errors at an early stage and try to solve or confine the faulting                
subsystem in order to avoid or reduce the possible consequences. 

○ Tracing facilities: XtratuM provides a mechanism to store and retrieve the           
traces generated by partitions and XtratuM itself. Traces can be used for            
debugging, during the development phase of the application, but also to log            
relevant events or states during the production phase. 

 
 

● API: Defines the para-virtualized services provided by XtratuM. The access to these            
services is provided through of hypercalls. 

 
● Partitions: A partition is an execution environment managed by the hypervisor which            

uses the virtualized services. Each partition consists of one or more concurrent            
processes (concurrency must be implemented by the operating system of each           
partition because it is not directly supported by XtratuM), that share access to             
processor resources based upon the requirements of the application. The partition           
code can be: an application compiled to be executed on a bare-machine; a real-time              
operating system (or runtime support) and its applications; or a general purpose            
operating system and its applications. 

 
Partitions need to be virtualized to be executed on top of a hypervisor. Depending on the                
type of execution environment, the virtualization implications in each case can be            
summarised as: 
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● Bare application: The application has to be virtualized using the services provided            
by XtratuM. The application is designed to run directly on the hardware and therefore              
it has to be adapted to use the para-virtualized services. 

 
● Mono-core Operating system application : When the application runs on top of a             

(real-time) operating system, it uses the services provided by the operating system            
and does not need to be directly virtualized. However, the operating system has to              
deal with the virtualisation and be virtualized(ported on top of XtratuM). 

 
● Multi-core Operating system application : A guest OS can use multiple virtual            

CPU to support multi-core applications. 

3.1.4 System operation 
The system’s states and its transitions are shown in figure 1.3.1: 
 
At boot time, the resident software loads the image of XtratuM in main memory and               
transfers control to the entry point of XtratuM. The period of time between starting from the                
entry point and the execution of the first partition is defined as boot state. In this state, the                  
scheduler is not enabled and the partitions are not executed. 
 

 

Figure 1.3.1: System’s states and transitions 

 
Normal state: At the end of the boot sequence, the hypervisor is ready to start executing                
partition code. The system changes to normal state and the scheduling plan is started. 
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In the halt state: the scheduler is disabled, the hardware interrupts are disabled, and the               
processor enters in an endless loop. The only way to exit from this state is via an external                  
hardware reset. The system can switch to halt state by the health monitoring system in               
response to a detected error or by a system partition invoking a hypercall. 

3.1.5 Partition operation 
Once XtratuM is in normal state, partitions are started. The partition’s states and transitions              
are shown in figure 1.4.1. 
 
On start-up each partition is in boot state. It has to prepare the virtual machine to be able to                   
run the applications: it sets up a standard execution environment (that is, initialises a correct               
stack and sets up the virtual processor control registers), creates the communication ports,             
requests the hardware devices (I/O ports and interrupt lines), etc., that it will use. Once the                
partition has been initialised, it changes to normal mode. 
 
The normal state is subdivided in three sub-states: 
 

● Ready: The partition is ready to execute code, but it is not scheduled because it is                
not in its time slot. 

● Running: The partition is being executed by the processor. 
● Idle: If the partition does not want to use the processor during its allocated time slot,                

it can relinquish the processor and wait for an interrupt or for the next time slot. This                 
is made through a hypercall. 

 

 

Figure 1.4.1 Partitions states and transitions 
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Remarks: We will consider that the partition code is composed of an operating system and a                
set of applications. 
 
 
In the halt state, the partition is not selected by the scheduler and the time slot allocated to                  
it is left idle (it is not allocated to other partitions). All resources allocated to the partition are                  
released. It is not possible to return to normal state. A partition can halt itself or be halted by                   
a system partition. 
 
In suspended state, a partition will not be scheduled and interrupts are not delivered.              
Interrupts raised while in suspended state are left pending. If the partition returns to normal               
state, then pending interrupts are delivered to the partition. The partition can return to ready               
state if requested by a system partition by calling some concrete hypercalls. 

3.1.6 System partitions 
XtratuM defines two types of partitions: normal and system. System partitions are allowed             
to manage and monitor the state of the system and other partitions. Some hypercalls cannot               
be called by a normal partition or have restricted functionality. 
 
Note that system partition rights are related to the capability to manage the system, and not                
to the capability to access directly to the native hardware or to break the isolation: a                
system partition is scheduled as a normal partition; and it can only use the resources               
allocated to it in the configuration file.  
 
Table 1.5.1 shows the list of hypercalls reserved for system partitions. A hypercall labeled as               
partial indicates that a normal partition can invoke it if a system reserved service is not                
requested. 
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Table 1.5.1: List of system reserved hypercalls. 

 
 

3.1.7 Partition scheduling 
XtratuM schedules partitions in a fixed, cyclic basis (ARINC-653 scheduling policy). This            
policy ensures that one partition cannot use the processor for longer than scheduled to the               
detriment of the other partitions. 
 
The set of time slots allocated to each partition is defined in the XM CF configuration file                 
during the design phase. 
 
Each partition is scheduled for a time slot defined as a start time and a duration. Within a                  
time slot, XtratuM allocates the processor to the partition. 
 
If there are several concurrent activities in the partition, the partition shall implement its own               
scheduling algorithm. This two-level scheduling scheme is known as hierarchical scheduling.           
XtratuM is not aware of the scheduling policy used internally on each partition. 
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In general, a cyclic plan consists of a major time frame (MAF) which is periodically               
repeated. The MAF is typically defined as the least common multiple of the periods of the                
partitions (or the periods of the threads of each partition, if any). 

3.1.8 Plans with all their slots finalized 
Typically, a XtratuM’s plan’s slot will be an application that repeats some kind of operation in                
an infinite loop. This means that every time the plan’s major frame starts, all the slots will be                  
executed.  
 
However, it may occur that some slot is not a periodic task, but is one that only must be                   
executed once, like writing something to the UART on the application beginning. If a plan               
consist on ‘n’ slots that have all already finished, the plan has nothing to execute, so it will                  
not be executed anymore. 
 
For example, if the XtratuM application consists of one plan whose major frame is 1               
second, and with one slot that only writes a hello world to the UART and the returns, the                  
hello world will not be being displayed infinitely every 1 second, but the application will               
merely finish after writing one hello world. 

3.1.9 Other information 
There are much more details about XtratuM that could be discussed here, like memory              
management or slot-switch overhead or multiple-scheduling plans, but they are all out of this              
document’s scope. 
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3.2 System’s hardware 
This section exposes the topics regarding to the hardware for the present system. Notice              
that this section only aims to briefly explain the hardware in which XtratuM has been tested                
and why that hardware has been selected. 

3.2.1 Pynq board 
The first attempt for using XtratuM was with the pynq board. XtratuM hasn’t been designed               
directly for working with this specific board, although this was wanted to be tested due to it                 
has an ARM processor as well, so in terms of uP architecture, this board is compatible with                 
XtratuM. The experiment performed showed that, indeed, XtratuM can be built and executed             
in this bard, but it’s not directly possible receive output traces or debugging the software               
through the JTAG connector. 
 
Later, it will be explained that the board in which the final application is developed and                
executed is the ZedBoard. It can be noticed that this board and the Pynq use an ARM                 
processor, but the board itself and its interfaces are far distinct one from the other.  
 
The conclusion in this section is that XtratuM cannot be built and executed directly in the                
Pynq board, but it will probably need some sort of adaptation. 

3.2.2 Zed board 
The second attempt of executing XtratuM was with the Zed board. According to the XtratuM               
documentation, it was designed, built and tested for this specific board (among others). 
 
Indeed, it has been observed that XtratuM can be built and executed directly for this board                
without performing any kind of adaptation, and the problem encountered with the Pynq board              
regarding to the JTAG connector is not present for this board. 
 
The section System development details all the steps followed for building and executing             
XtratuM for this specific hardware. 
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4 System configuration 
 
Important note: The system has been built using the Xilinx gcc arm compiler version              
2014.2. It has been tested that using other compiler versions (earlier or not) may lead to                
errors or unexpected behaviors. 

4.1 Building Xtratum for the ZedBoard. Step by step guide. 
The purpose of this section is being a step by step guide about how Xtratum has been                 
configured and compiled for this specific application, which will run in a ZedBoard.  

4.1.1 Configure the Xtratum toolchain 
First of all it is necessary to configure the toolchain that is going to be used for compiling                  
both Xtratum itself and the Xtratum applications. The following table shows all the binaries,              
tools etc. needed by Xtratum to be compiled: 
 

 

Table: Packages needed for compiling and deploying Xtratum 
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4.1.1.1 Step by step guide 
Let $XTRATUM_HOME be the path where Xtratum source code has been uncompressed,            
then: 
 
Open a terminal and go to $XTRATUM_HOME. 

cd $XTRATUM_HOME 

 
Copy the file xmconfig.arm and paste it with the name xmconfig. 

cp xmconfig.arm xmconfig 

 
Open the file xmconfig. 

vim xmconfig    # You can use vim or whatever editor you want. 

 
Find out the parameter TARGET_CCPATH and add to it the path where your toolchain’s              
binaries are. For example, a typical line would look like the following: 

TARGET_CCPATH=/opt/Xilinx/SDK/2014.2/gnu/arm/lin/bin/ 

 
The next section explains how to configure Xtratum to been compiled for the ZedBoard. 

4.1.2 Configuring XtratuM and its SDK for the ZedBoard 
This section is a step by step guide about how to configure Xtratum for running it into a                  
ZedBoard, taking special attention to the UART configuration, which is what will allow us to               
determine whether or not Xtratum is working properly.  
 
Notice that in this section it is assumed that the steps described in Configure the               
Xtratum toolchain have been performed.  
 
Xtratum is configured through a TUI assistant. It contains a lot of options, but for the                
ZedBoard the only configuration that must be changed is the UART’s one.  
 
For navigating through the TUI, use the arrow keys for positioning on the item you want.  
 
There are two types of items: 

● Sub-sections: this items are used to navigate through the different configuration           
sections and sub-sections. For entering in one of these items, put the selector on it               
and press enter. For exiting, put the selector on the Exit button (bottom of the TUI)                
and press enter. 

● Features: These are for enabling / disabling Xtratum features. Use the keys ‘y’ and              
‘n’ for enabling / disabling them respectively. 
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and press enter for entering in it. For enabling / disabling items, put the selector on the item                   

you want and use the characters ‘y’ and ‘n’ respectively.  

4.1.2.1 Step by step guide 
Let $XTRATUM_HOME be the path where Xtratum source code has been uncompressed,            
then: 
 
Open a terminal and go to $XTRATUM_HOME. 

cd $XTRATUM_HOME 

 
Execute the following command: 

make menuconfig 

 
A message like the following appears: 

 
Press enter to start the Xtratum configuration TUI.  

4.1.2.1.1 The Xtratum itself configuration 

Go to Processor and set the ARM cpu as Cortex-A9. 
 
 
Go to Drivers, Enable UART driver. Disable the UART 0 and enable the UART 1.  

 

Figure: Xtratum configuration TUI main menu, drivers. 
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Figure: UART 1 reserved, UART 0 disabled. 

 
 
Enable early output and go to Early UART Configuration.  

 

Figure: Early output enabled.  

 
Configure the Early UART baudrate as 115200 

 

Figure: Early UART configuration menu. Baudrate configured as 115200. 

 
Go back to the Drivers menu (by selecting the Exit button in the TUI’s bottom and pressing                 
enter) and enable the addition of a carriage return at the end of the line. 

 

Figure: Addition of a carriage return at the end of the line enabled. 

 
Select Exit (bottom of the TUI) and press enter. A prompt asks says if the changes want to                  
be saved, press Yes. 
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Figure: Save changes dialog. 

 
 
The Xtratum itself configuration has finished. Now, the message displayed when the make             
menuconfig was executed appears again, press enter. 
 

4.1.2.2 Resident software configuration 
This is for configuring the Xtratum resident software. 
 
Notice that the resident software is the binary that will be loaded into the board, which is                 
in charge of loading the image of Xtratum in main memory and transfer the control to the                 
Xtratum’s entry point. For more information about this point, go to the System operation              
section. 
 
The following figure shows the resident software configuration: 

 

Figure: Resident software configuration main menu 

 
 
Enable RSW output if it is not already yet. Go to UART configuration and perform the                
following operations: 

● Enable only UART 1 support (disable UART 0 if it is not yet). 
● Configure the badurate as 115200. 
● Leave the UART 1 reference clock as default. 

 
The next figure shows the resident software UART configuration at this point: 
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Figure: Resident software UART configuration 

 
Select Exit (TUI’s bottom) and press enter. Repeat this operation in the next window (the               
resident software configuration main menu). The save changes message appears again,           
press Yes. The resident software configuration is finished. 

4.1.2.2.1 XM configuration 

Leave all the values as default, press Exit and save the changes (press Yes in the save                 
changes dialog). 

4.1.3 Compiling Xtratum and installing the Xtratum SDK 
Once Xtratum has been properly configured as explained in the above section, go to              
$XTRATUM_HOME (the path where Xtratum source code has been uncompressed) and           
execute the following: 

make 

make distro-run 

 
This will generate an executable file in $XTRATUM_HOME called xm-arm-2.0.5.run. it is             
for installing Xtratum SDK. Execute it.  
 
A prompt asking for continue with the installation appears, type ‘Y’ and press enter. 
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Next, a prompt asks for the installation directory. Type the path where you want to install                
the Xtratum SDK. The path must not exists. The following figure is an example of this: 

 

Figure: Xtratum SDK installation path, where $USER is your user’s name. 

 
Finally, a prompt asks for the toolchain path. The prompt provides a default option that               
should be valid. Check it and, if it is, just press enter. Otherwise, put the toolchain’s path                 
manually (the one used in the section Configure the XtratuM toolchain) and press enter. 
Now XtratuM and its SDK have been built. 

4.2 Configuring and compiling the XtratuM application 
The purpose of this section is being a step by step guide about how a hello-world XtratuM                 
application is configured, compiled and run. 
 
This guide acts as an practical example that can be used to understanding the XtratuM               
partition development process in a fast way, so other different applications can be developed              
basing on it. 
 
However, covering the complete XtratuM partition development is out of the scope of this              
document, instead this document focus on the partition development using the XtratuM            
Abstraction Layer (XAL), which is a basic execution runtime for programming bare C based              
application. 
 
Remember that this section will specifically threat configuring a hello world Xtratum            
application with two partitions, which run as bare metal applications, that is, without an OS.  

4.2.1 XAL runtime overview 
The XAL (XtratuM Abstraction Layer) is a minimal C runtime environment, that provides the              
following services: 

● Partition initialization: Processor modes, Trap Table, Stack, PartitionMain entry point. 
● Minimal C library: stdio , stdlib , string . 
● Additional libraries for IRQ management: 

○ Individually set IRQs handlers (InstallIRQHandler). 
○ IRQ enabling/disabling (HwSti, HwCli). 

● Internally uses the LibXM hypercall API. 
 
This environment will be used in this example, since it runs as bare metal. 
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4.2.2 The big picture: how is the final application built 
The following figure summarizes the steps of the XAL partition build process that are              
describe in the below sections: 
 

 

Figure: XtratuM application system schema. 

 
● Step 1: Compile the C language sources (in this case, only one source file              

partition.c) with the gcc cross-compiler. The output will be the files partition0.o            
and partition1.o. 

● Step 2: Link the compiled object code at the partition address with the ld linker. In                
this example, the object code is linked to two partitions, partition0 and partition1 . 

● Step 3: Build the partition XEF (XtratuM Executable Format) using the xmeformat            
tool. 

● Step 4: Parse and compile the XtratuM XML configuration file with the xmcparser             
tool. 

● Step 5: Pack all the system components in a bootloader (final system image). To              
achieve this step, xmpack and rswbuild tool is used.  
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Notice that, in the step 5, there are two artifacts involved: container.bin and resident_sw.              
The container.bin contains the application itself, while the resident_sw is the           
container.bin plus the bootloader. 
  
All the required tools are distributed in the XtratuM SDK, except the compiler and the linker                
used in steps 1 and 2. 

4.2.3 XtratuM SDK tools used for building an application 
The following figure shows a complete table of the XtratuM-specific tools that are used for               
building the final application. 
 

 

Figure: XtratuM specific tools used for building applications. 

 
This is important because this tools will be used in the Makefile. 

4.2.4 Application relevant files 
A basic XtratuM application consists of the following input files: 

● The XtratuM XML configuration file defining the partitioned system, that is, how            
many partitions are, in which memory address they will be deployed etc. 

● Makefile: The Makefile we will use to compile our source code and linking it with the                
XtratuM libraries. 

● Source code: One or more source (*.c) files for our partitions.  

4.2.4.1 The XtratuM XML configuration file 
The XML configuration file defines the system resources and how they are allocated to each               
partition. 
 
Next figures shows the contents of the XtratuM XML configuration file with some comments.              
Notice that the file is splitted into two figures, since it is long. 
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Figure: First part of the XtratuM configuration file (XM CF file). 

 
The above figure shows the XM CF file’s part in which the plans and slots are defined. For                  
understanding the XtratuM’s task scheduling system see the section Partition Scheduling. 
 
 

 

Figure: Second part of the XtratuM configuration file (XM CF file). 
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In this part they are defined the devices to be used and the partitions’ features, such their                 
id and start addresses. 

4.2.4.2 The Makefile 
Following you will find an explanation about the contents of the Makefile in order 
to see how the final image is constructed and to identify the main components. 
 
Notice that explaining the Makefile syntax and functions are not the purpose of this section,               
so some partes of it will be obviated. 
 
Below you can find the example’s Makefile commented and some explanations after it. 
 

 

Figure: XtratuM example application Makefile. 

 
● XAL _PATH: Defines the path of the XtratuM-SDK used for development. This is the              

SDK built in the section Compiling XtratuM and its SDK for the ZedBoard. 
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● XMLCF: Defines the XtratuM XML configuration file used by the example. 
● PARTITIONS: Defines the partition or partitions code that composes the example. 

 
The rest of the Makefile defines how the system is built, using the Makefile rules provided by                 
the XtratruM-SDK. 
 
Note the parameter -Ttext passed to the linker ( $(TARGET_LD) ) in each partition rule.               
They indicate to the linker which are the addresses of the beginning of the partition code                
section and data area. 
 
As you can see in the XtratuM XML configuration file (section The XtratuM xml              
configuration file), two memory areas are defined, one for each partition. Depending on the              
parameters passed to xpathstart and xpathmemarea , a different memory area will be             
selected. 
 
For xpathstart tool, the first parameter indicates the partition identifier, and it will select the               
first memory area defined for the selected partition. The second parameter is the path to the                
XtratuM XML configuration file. 
 
However, despite xpathmemarea tool first and second parameter are the same than the             
ones of xpathstart , it has a third parameter which is used to select the memory area of the                   
partition. 
 
Thus, in the example, the first memory area defined for each partition in the XtratuM XML                
configuration file is used for the code section and the second is used for the data section. 
 
You can change the order of the memory areas to suit your needs. In this case you will need                   
to change the parameters of xpathstart and xpathmemarea tools. Anyway it is advisable to              
choose a convention and use the same always. 

4.2.5 The source files 
This section shows the source file used for this example. It contains a simple hello-world.               
Notice that the same source file is used for both partitions, which means that they both will                 
execute the same code. 
 
The next figure shows the source code: 
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Figure: Hello-World source file. 

 
As you can see, the partition will only execute three hello-world prints and then they will exit. 

4.2.6 Building the example 
This section shows how to build the final XtratuM application having understood all the files               
explained in the previous one. 
 
The partition source code partition.c is compiled using the gcc compiler. The result is the               
compiled partition in XEF. The steps to achieve the compiled partition are the next (keep in                
mind that the Hello World example has two partitions with the same source code). 

4.2.6.1 Compiling the partitions code 
Step 1: Compile the source code partition.c as follows: 
 

> make partition.o 

... 

# The file partition.o is generated 
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Step 2: Link the object partition.o to the fixed partition address. Notice that the example has 
two partitions with the same source code: 
 

> make partition0 

... 

> make partition1 

... 

# Executable files partition0 and partition1 are generated 

 
 
Step 3: Build the partition XEF: 
 

> make partition0.xef 

... 

> make partition1.xef 

... 

# Files partition0.xef and partition1.xef are generated 

 

4.2.7 Compiling the XtratuM xml configuration file 
Step 4: Parse and compile the XtratuM XML configuration file: 
 

> make xm_cf.bin.xmc 

… 

# File xm_cf.bin.xmc is generated 

 

4.2.7.2 Build of the final resident software 
Step 5: Pack the system in the final image file ( resident_sw ): 
 

> make resident_sw 

… 

# Files container.bin and resident_sw are generated 

4.3 Running the hello-world application 
This section describes how to execute the resident_sw file generated in the previous             
sections into the ZedBoard. See Configuring and compiling the XtratuM application for            
understanding how to generate the resident_sw file. 
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4.3.1 Board bring up 
This section details the hardware setup and use of the terminal program for running the               
Hello World XAL Example. It contains step-by-step instructions for ZEDBOARD bring-up. 
 

 
The steps to follow are: 

1. Check if the board is switched off. If not unplug it. 
2. Verify the Board boot mode (JP7-JP11) and MIO0 (JP6) jumpers are set to SD card               

mode as described in the Hardware Users Guide. (Figure BBU-1) 
3. Plug a MicroUSB cable into the UART port of the ZEDBOARD (J14) board and your               

control PC. (Figure BBU-2) 
4. Plug a MicroUSB cable into the JTAG port of the ZEDBOARD (J17) board and your               

control PC. (Figure BBU-2) 
5. Install the power cable 12V stand-alone power supply. (J20) (Figure BBU-3) 
6. Turn power switch (SW8) to the ON position. 
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Figure BBU-2. UART and debug wires connection. 

 
 

 

Figure BBU-3. Power input connection. 

 
 

 

Figure BBU-1. Boot mode jumpers. 

 

4.3.2 Generating the tcl script for initializing the ZedBoard 
It is necessary to initialize the ZedBoard’s micro processor before downloading the resident             
software.  
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For this purpose, it is necessary to generate a ZedBoard tcl initialization script. This script               
can be generated automatically by the Xilinx IDE (usually called ps7_init.tcl). The            
generation of this file is out of this document’s scope. 

4.3.3 Downloading the resident software and executing it 
Once the system has been build, the resulting binary file must be burned/downloaded to the               
target board in order to execute it. In the following lines is explained how to perform it                 
through the XMD. 
 
The XMD console is a standard Tcl console, where you can run any available Tcl               
commands. 
Additionally, the XMD console provides command editing convenience, such as file and            
command name auto-fill and command history. 
 
Below, there is a step-by-step guide about how to load a common resident software to the                
ZedBoard using the XMD console: 
 
Running the XMD console 
Go to your Xilinx SDK installation path (in windows this is usually C:\Xilinx\SDK\2017.2\bin). 
Open a console and run the command xmd. 
 

 

Figure. Executing the XMD console. 

 

4.3.4 Connecting to the board 
Execute the command connect arm hw within the XMD console. 
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Figure. Connecting to the board using XMD. 

4.3.5 Initializing the ARM processor 
As explained above, the arm processor must be initialized before being able to download the               
software. For this purpose it is necessary the initialization script, in this example, it is called                
ps7_init.tcl.  
 
In the XMD console, execute the following commands: 

● source <path to ps7_init.tcl file> 
● ps7_init 
● ps7_post_config 

4.3.6 Downloading the resident software 
Before downloading the binary is recommended to reset the debug system and the board              
using the command rst -processor. 
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Figure. Resetting the processor through XMD console. 

 
Remarks: Notice that, if you need to perform the processor reset, you will invalidate it               
initialization, so you will need to execute again the commands explained in the section              
Initializing the ARM processor. 
 
Now download the binary file follow the command dow <path to resident software’s             
binary file>: 
 

 

Figure. Downloading the resident software to the board. 

4.3.7 Running the resident software 
Once the binary has been downloaded must be run by executing the command run. 
 

 

Figure. Running the resident software using the XMD console. 
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Remember that, for being able to see the resident software output, you must connect some               
kind of sniffer to the COM port you have used to connect the board debug port. See section                  
Board bring up. It is out of this document’s scope to explain how to use a COM port sniffer,                   
but this guide has been developed using putty, so it has been tested that it works for this                  
example. 
 
If you are executing the hello-world application explained in this document, you should see              
an output like the following: 
 
 

 

Figure. Hello-world execution output. 
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4.4 Examples of use of the XtratuM API for building         
applications 
This section shows two examples about how to use the XtratuM features. Notice that the               
following examples are only valid for ARM, and has been tested only in the ZedBoard. 

4.4.1 Example 1 - Timers 

4.4.1.1 Summary 
This example shows how to handle the two types of timers provided by XtratuM. 
 
Partition definition 
There are two partitions. 
P0 will program the timer based on the Hardware clock. 
P1 will program the timer based on the Execution clock. 
 
Configuration table 
Basic configuration. Partitions are defined to be executed at different memory addresses. 
 
A scheduling plan is defined under the following premises: 
MAF = 1000 msec  
P0: S   0 ms  D 500 ms 
P1: S 500 ms  D 500 ms 
 
Expected results 
XtratuM will load, initialise and run in user mode the partitions. During the execution, P0 will                
install a handler for the timer IRQ and will set the HW timer based on HW_CLOCK at a                  
period of 1 second. P1 will install a handler for the timer irq and will set the EXEC timer                   
based on EXEC clock at a period of 1 second. 

4.4.1.2 Source code 
partition0.c 

#include <string.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <xm.h> 

#include <irqs.h> 

 

#define PRINT(...) do { \ 

    printf("[P%d] ", XM_PARTITION_SELF); \ 

    printf(__VA_ARGS__); \ 

} while (0) 

 

volatile xm_s32_t lock; 
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void HwTimerHandler(trapCtxt_t *ctxt)  /* XAL trap API */ 

{ 

    xmTime_t hw, exec; 

 

    XM_get_time(XM_HW_CLOCK, &hw); 

    XM_get_time(XM_EXEC_CLOCK, &exec); 

    PRINT("[%ld:%ld] IRQ HW Timer\n", (xm_u32_t) hw, (xm_u32_t) exec); 

    ++lock; 

} 

 

void PartitionMain(void) 

{ 

    xmTime_t hwClock, execClock; 

  

    PRINT("Starting example 001...\n"); 

  

    /* Install timer handler */ 

    InstallIrqHandler(XAL_XMEXT_TRAP(XM_VT_EXT_HW_TIMER), 

        HwTimerHandler);  

  

   /* Enable irqs */ 

   HwSti();  

  

    /* Unmask timer irqs */ 

    XM_clear_irqmask(0, (1<<XM_VT_EXT_HW_TIMER)); 

  

     /* Read hardware clock */ 

    XM_get_time(XM_HW_CLOCK, &hwClock);  

  

     /* Read execution clock */ 

    XM_get_time(XM_EXEC_CLOCK, &execClock);  

 

    lock = 0; 

  

    /* Set hardware time driven timer */ 

    PRINT("Setting HW timer at 1 sec period\n"); 

    XM_set_timer(XM_HW_CLOCK, hwClock+5000LL, 1000000LL);  

 

    while (lock < 10) 

        /* Do nothing... */ 

        __asm__ __volatile__("wfe\n\t":::);  

 

    PRINT("Halting\n"); 

    XM_halt_partition(XM_PARTITION_SELF); 
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} 

 

 
partition1.c 

#include <string.h> 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <xm.h> 

#include <irqs.h> 

 

#define PRINT(...) do { \ 

printf("[P%d] ", XM_PARTITION_SELF); \ 

printf(__VA_ARGS__); \ 

} while (0) 

 

volatile xm_s32_t lock; 

 

void ExecTimerHandler(trapCtxt_t *ctxt)   /* XAL trap API */ 

{ 

    xmTime_t hw, exec; 

 

    XM_get_time(XM_HW_CLOCK, &hw); 

    XM_get_time(XM_EXEC_CLOCK, &exec); 

    PRINT("[%ld:%ld] IRQ EXEC Timer\n", (xm_u32_t) hw, (xm_u32_t) exec); 

    ++lock; 

} 

 

void PartitionMain(void) 

{ 

    xmTime_t hwClock, execClock; 

    PRINT("Starting example 001...\n"); 

  

    /* Install timer handler */ 

InstallIrqHandler(XAL_XMEXT_TRAP(XM_VT_EXT_EXEC_TIMER),  

ExecTimerHandler);  

    /* Enable irqs */ 

    HwSti(); 

  

    /* Unmask timer irqs */ 

    XM_clear_irqmask(0, (1<<XM_VT_EXT_EXEC_TIMER)); 

 

    /* Read hardware clock */ 

    XM_get_time(XM_HW_CLOCK, &hwClock); 

  

    /* Read execution clock */ 

    XM_get_time(XM_EXEC_CLOCK, &execClock); 
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    lock = 0; 

  

    /* Set hardware time driven timer */ 

    PRINT("Setting EXEC timer at 1 sec period\n"); 

    XM_set_timer(XM_EXEC_CLOCK, execClock+5000LL, 1000000LL);  

 

    while (lock < 10) 

 __asm__ __volatile__("wfe\n\t":::); 

 

    PRINT("Halting\n"); 

    XM_halt_partition(XM_PARTITION_SELF); 

} 

 

 

4.4.2 Example 2 - Traces 

4.4.2.1 Summary 
This example shows how to generate traces and how to manage them 
 
Partition definition 
There are three partitions. 
P0 and P1 will generate traces with 3 bytes of payload. P0 payload will increase in one unit                  
each time. P1 payload will increase in power of two each time. 
P2 is a system partition that will read the traces of P0 and P1, after checking the status of                   
each one. 
 
Configuration table 
P0 and P1 are user partitions and P2 is system partition. 
Basic configuration. 
 
A scheduling plan is defined under the following premises: 
MAF = 1500 msec 
P0: S    0 ms  D 500 ms 
P1: S  500 ms  D 500 ms 
P2: S 1000 ms  D 500 ms 
 
Expected results 
XtratuM will load, initialise and run in user mode partitions P0 and P1, and in system mode                 
partition P2. During the execution, P2 will be continuously printing the state of the traces of                
P0 and P1. 
P0 and P1 will generate 6 traces with 3 bytes of payload ecah one. P0 payload will increase                  
in one unit each time (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5...). P1 payload will increase in power of two each time                     
(0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16...). Afeter taht, both partiting wil halt themselves. 
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If P2 finds that there is one or more events in the traces of P0 or P1, it will print the                     
information of the event and its associated payload. P2 will finish when detects during 3               
consecutive slots that there is not new events in any of the traces. 

4.4.2.2 Source code 
 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <irqs.h> 

#include <xm.h> 

 

#define PRINT(...) do { \ 

 printf("[P%d] ", XM_PARTITION_SELF); \ 

 printf(__VA_ARGS__); \ 

} while (0) 

 

char PAYLOAD_INFO=0x00; 

 

void IncreasePayloadInfo() 

{ 

    if (XM_PARTITION_SELF % 2 == 0) 

    { 

        PAYLOAD_INFO++; 

    } 

    else 

    { 

        PAYLOAD_INFO<<=1; 

        if (PAYLOAD_INFO == 0) 

        { 

            PAYLOAD_INFO = 1; 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

void PartitionMain(void) 

{ 

    char eventPayload[XM_TRACE_PAYLOAD_LENGTH]; 

    int e, wr; 

    PRINT("Starting example 003...\n"); 

    for (e=0; e<6; e++) 

    { 

        eventPayload[0]=PAYLOAD_INFO; 

        IncreasePayloadInfo(); 

        eventPayload[1]=PAYLOAD_INFO; 

        IncreasePayloadInfo(); 

        eventPayload[2]=PAYLOAD_INFO; 
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        IncreasePayloadInfo(); 

        wr=XM_trace_event(eventPayload); 

        PRINT("Sent trace %d\n", e); 

    } 

 

    XM_idle_self(); 

    PRINT("Halting...\n"); 

    XM_halt_partition(XM_PARTITION_SELF); 

} 
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5 Cameras 
As explained in the introduction, the project contains a secondary objective regarding to the              
image acquisition system which corresponds to the non-critical software partition of the            
system. 
 
At the beginning of the project, the main goal was to select the proper cameras and write the                  
necessary software components for handling them from a XtratuM partition.  
 
Nevertheless, this part of the project was blocked due to business conflicts regarding the              
costs of the cameras and which company was responsible of affording them. 
 
Therefore, this section will only show the work performed before this part was blocked, which               
corresponds to the research and selection of the cameras that are capable of accomplish the               
requirements (e.g. maximum supported temperature) that the project needs. 
 
Below there is the table that exposes the researched cameras and their most important              
features regarding to the project: 
 
 

 
Model Temp. 

ragen 
Resolut
ion 

FP
S 

Opt
ics 

Mega 
Pixels Comments 

ImperX Bob Cat   
series - 
Military and Space   
cameras 

B1410 -40 to 85   
ºC 

1360 x  
1024 30 2/3'' 1.4 

High sensitivity camera   
(designed for 
working with very low    
brightness) 

B2020 -40 to 85   
ºC 

2048 x  
2048 20 4/3'' 4 High resolution camera 

Sensorsinc 

Mini SWIR  
JSX 
Snapshot -  
30 fps 

-40 to  
70°C 

1280 x  
1024 30  1.3  

Mini SWIR  
JSX 
Snapshot -  
60 fps 

-40 to  
70°C 

1280 x  
1024 60  1.3  
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6 Conclusions 

6.1 XtratuM 

6.1.1 Achieved results 
Regarding to the use of XtratuM in the ZedBoard, the present thesis has accomplished the               
objective of show how to configure, build and deploy XtratuM with a simple step by step                
guide. 
 
In addition, the present thesis provides examples of use of the XtratuM’s API for developing               
applications, which will increase significantly the future software development speed. 

6.1.2 Personal valuation 
It has been showed that is not trivial to build a XtratuM application for a target platform which                  
Xtratum does not support directly, even it uses an ARM processor. On the contrary, it would                
be to study and implement modifications in the software for this to be achieved. 
 
XtratuM counts on a complete enough documentation, but it has not a big community that               
uses and supports it. This should be taken into account when choosing this technology,              
since the developer will not be able to count on community, forums etc. as a support system. 
 
A consequence of the above is that XtratuM is a technology that has not been extensively                
tested (unlike others such as VxWorks). This represents a problem that must be taken into               
account for commercial safety-critical software projects. 

6.2 Cameras 
As explained before, the project about recording the launches with cameras, thus integrate             
them within the real time system, is locked due to issues related to the budget. Nevertheless,                
the research about the cameras that accomplish the requirements for the project is already              
done and can be used later. 
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